NEWS-FLASH
LOWER BACK PAIN FIXED AFTER
LIFE-TIME ON
PRECRIPTION PAIN KILLERS !
The Healy’s Lower back system fixes another happy Client ! ☺
Leanne, who has had serious lower lumbar problems and pelvic/hip issues causing serious sciatic nerve
pain for as long as she can remember , the only solution from the so called ‘experts’ was prescription
‘pain killers’, which she took for years and years , until she approached Graham Healy for a solution.
Graham immediately did his standard approach to similar clients with lower back issues:
a) Full back/spine and hip x-rays with diagnostic analysis with our qualified Doctor of Chiropractic
(Graham Sits in with the analysis in most serious cases)
b)Chiropractic adjustments accordingly with full back up by Healy’s system on nautilus lower back
machines plus exercises and stretching to co-operate with the Chiropractic adjustments .
c) Acupuncture to relax the muscles in ‘spasm’ and assist the Neuro-muscular ‘resetting’of muscles
from our Chinese trained acupuncturist (20 clinical experience in China as fully qualified Chinese
Doctor)
……seeming ‘Miracle’ cures by the Healy’s System is common place, in a very short space of time ,
for example we have had people ‘fixed’ in three to four sessions(depending on the issue) but some
clients have been ‘treated’ by others’ for years with little or no results until they come to Healy’s
after ‘trying all the rest’ , because we actually complete a holistic picture with full ‘expert’ back up
and clinical analysis by way of correct analysis of x-rays of the spine and hip function and alignment, if
you cannot ‘see’ the underlying structural problem , no form of exercise will help impinged nerves , it
will simply ‘make a bad situation worse’ .
…….be very careful who is doing the initial analysis and ask yourself are you getting
RESULTS?
ASK YOUSELF THE FOLLOWING SIMPLE QUESTIONS
When it comes to lower back/spine/hip/postural alignment issues:
(1)
Have full hip and spine x-rays been taken ?
(2)
Is the person doing the analysis fully qualified in Hip/back and spine issues ?
(3)
Are you getting RESULTS and relief from pain ?
(if not why Not?
What are your paying them for ?)
(4)
Have you been given a FULL EXPLAINATION of what is actually wrong with your back/spine ?
and the solution? and why we are doing what we are doing and How it works?
If not Why Not ?

“don’t waist your time with non-productive methods the Healy’s system is a proven success for
over 20 years”

